
Hal’s Notes re: Bronson film 

DI never sent B filem to FBIHQ. Meant that FBIHQ would do nothing about it. It also 
meant that WC would never see the film. 

B films shows JFK being killed. Shows the pres. Being killed. One film was 8 mm and 
the other was Leica 35mm. Both were of high quality. 

8 mm. From Houston 

35 mm from the grassy plot that shows JFK being killed. 

Use: Knwoing witnesses where they were located at time of shooting. With Brennen it 
shows that he was not whjere he said he was. Could not see what he said he saw. 
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Shows the picture of the presidential limo and their position when shots were fired. 

Since he was an engineer it is reasonable to assume that he took them with care. 

Pictures came out in 1978 under FOIA (Hal’s suit). Finally appeared in the DI Morning 
News. Pxs are clear despite critics who say they are too fuzzy. They are clear enough to 
show that there was nobody in the sixth floor window. There are 87 frames of theat 
window alone (some 4 to 5 seconds). 

FBI cover up is the point. 

Bronson offered the FBI the films. 

Newsome reports. Two pages before he went to see the films. One page after he saw the 
films. Quote from the 2" report. Give us Oswald with smoking rifle or forget it. 

In any real investigation to be able to identify witnesses who saw the actual killing and 
where they were located would be invaluable in any authentic investigation. 

Px of the limo a broadside when JFK was hit w/ 35 mm. 

Katzenbach memo 

Chronology: 

12:30—1:00 Oswald was dead No trial no cross-examination. 

Check w/ NA on K memo.



Presidential phone logs 

Tracks thru the phone calls that evening. K discussed w/ C. Evans. K’s holograph on 
Sunday afternoon. He has the memo typed on Monday morning. 

Speculates that he discussed the whole memo w/ Moyers and only the first part with 
Hoover. 

Evidence was such that O would be convicted. They had no proof that 399 was fired from 
the Oswald rifle at the time of K’s memo. 

Hal has xerox of the Bronson films. Check with him on that. 

Gary had enhancement by MIT. They backed out and returned the films.


